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when i grow up i
wanna be captain of

Warwick Snow

pls help make a
lil girl’s                 

come true

absolute slalom
weapon #upthefours

pls vote me for captain I

will be eternally grateful

and promise to make

BUDS super lit!

I <3 KINGS!!!

I am a first year GSD student
who loves sliding down a snowy

hill on 2 planks! So much so I
ditched my friends and family
for a year and headed off to

explore all the Rockies had to
offer. (gap yahhhh bby)

Proud member of Warwick 4s
having never seen a slalom pole
before starting uni. Love to tell

everyone why Canadian skiing is
better than European (everyone

get yourself to Revy ASAP)

Why would I make a good CAPTAIN?
I LOVE to Ski and I’m really competitive. BUT I understand
that we all have different skiing backgrounds, abilities and
goals. I want to make sure everyone feels welcome and
accommodated for whether you’re a complete beginner, the
next Candide Thovex and everyone in between. I’d like to
think I’m super approachable and welcoming and can’t wait
to get involved in recruiting and supporting next years snow
warriors. I also work at a ski shop and before that a rental
shop so everything ski gear is my niche and if you’re lucky I
might manage to get you a discount (pls don’t tell my boss
oopsies - love ya nigel!) 

spend 60% of my time skiing
on the floor - if youre not

falling youre not learning (i
don’t make the rules)

committed warwick
snow warrior - went on
tour with pneumones

never afraid to make a
fool of myself

especially for a good
cause

What would I do as Captain?
Really try to push the skiing side of snow - we all love it for the socials

but the sports side of it is just as good! There was so much hidden talent
on tour it would be amazing to get that involved from the offset. 

I’d also really love to continue with freestyle being every week - such a
chilled relaxed environment for everyone to have fun on as close to

snow as we get in the west mids. 
Offer more for intermediate skiers that don’t necessarily want to race or
compete but equally aren’t beginners perhaps offering different levels of

lessons especially ahead of tour as a reminder for people.
I’d love to try and get some more sponsors involved for gear/kit etc. as

we all know skiing is a ridiculously expensive sport so it would be
amazing to have more club kit to be able to offer people access at all

levels of the sport.
Finally, try and have the biggest team we can skiing at BUDS - I know
everyone goes for the socials but the freestyle facilities and atmosphere

in Edinburgh are like nowhere else int he UK


